
THE ROUTE OF PAUSANIAS IN THE 
ATHENIAN AGORA 

(PLATE 9) 

T HE TRAVELLER Pausanias who visited Athens shortly before the middle of 
the second century of our era has left us a more or less systematic description 

of the city including its main square, the Agora. As in the case of other ancient sites, 
his description of the Agora, although sometimes vague and often far briefer than 
we could have wished, is none the less of the greatest value, and we must confess that 
without it we would be hard put to identify the remains of the buildings that have been 
found with those known from other ancient sources to have existed in the Agora. 

Pausanias' description, which is contained in chapters 3-17 of his first book, is 
indeed sufficiently precise and methodical to have tempted many scholars to make 
conjectural restorations of the Agora before even a single stone of any of its buildings 
had been uncovered. Now that the excavations of the American School of Classical 
Studies have revealed about three quarters of the Agora, excepting only its north 
side, we may actually trace Pausanias' route on a plan of the Agora as it was in his 
day (Fig. 1).' 

Pausanias, coming from the Dipylon gate and ascending the broad dromos with 
stoas bordering it on both sides (2, 4) entered the Agora at its northwest corner. He 
proceeded southward along its west side, mentioning the various buildings in order 
as he saw them, until he reached the Tholos (3, 1-5, 1). The Tholos is a fixed point, 
and working backwards from it in Pausanias' account we are able to identify with 
certainty all the buildings as far as the Stoa of Zeus, the portico with projecting wings. 
The only serious topographical problem that remains on the west side of the Agora 
is whether this portico also bore the name Royal Stoa, or whether the Royal Stoa 
was a separate building adjoining it on the north. Only further excavation beyond 
the Athens-Piraeus electric railway, which now forms the northern boundary of the 
excavations, can give a final answer to this problem.2 

'In what follows references to the text of Pausanias are given to chapter and section only, 
Book I being understood in each case. 

2 On the topography of the West Side of the Agora, see especially H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, 
VI, 1937, pp. 1-226 and Supplement IV especially pp. 147 ff. The latest article is R. Martin's in 
B.C.H., LXVI-LXVII, 1942-43, pp. 274 ff. where references to recent literature will be found. 
The view that the Stoa with the projecting wings was called both the Stoa of Zeus and the Royal 
Stoa is maintained by both Thompson and Martin. There are, however, certain indications which 
suggest that the north side of the Agora may lie far enough to the north of the Stoa with the 
projecting wings to leave room for another building, which would then be a separate Royal Stoa. 
It has been so restored on the accompanying plan; see also J. Travlos' article in Hesperia, Supple- 
ment VIII. 
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After the Tholos Pausanias mentions the statues of the Eponymous Heroes 
which, in accordance with his text as it has been transmitted to us, are to be sought 
higher up, acvc'rE'pc (5, 1). The excavations, however, have revealed no suitable place 
for a large group of statues " higher " than the Tholos although bedrock has been 
exposed over a wide area. Furthermore, the area that can be described as higher than 
the Tholos is now seen to be outside the Agora, whereas the Eponymous Heroes, as 
we shall see, were undoubtedly in the square itself and in one of its most frequented 
parts.3 We may therefore emend cvworEpw to aLrcTrEpw and look for the Eponymous 
Heroes somewhere in the Agora near the Tholos. The other two passages in ancient 
authors which give us clues as to the location of the Eponymous Heroes also point 
to the same spot. Aristotle (Constituition of Athens, 53, 4) speaks of them as "in 
front of the Bouleuterion," and the scholiast on Aristophanes' Peace (line 1183) 
places them by the Prytanikon or Tholos precinct.4 All this accords well with what 
we are told of the general character and functions of the statues of the Eponymous 
Heroes. 

The Eponymous Heroes were the legendary and later the honorary founders 
of the Attic tribes. Originally ten in number from the time of the reforms of Kleis- 
thenes at the end of the sixth century B.C., they became successively twelve in 307/6 
B.C., thirteen about 224/3 B.C., eleven in 201 B.C., twelve in 200 B.C., and thirteen 
again in 127 A.D. Public notices of various sorts were posted up near them-drafts 
of laws, lists of persons to be called up for military service, and the like.5 Presumably, 
therefore, they stood in a frequented part of the Agora near the main government 
buildings which are now known to be at the southwest corner of the square. Have 
the excavations revealed a suitable place for them in this area? 

One of the first structures to appear in the course of the excavations was a long, 
narrow fenced peribolos or " periphragma " which was uncovered during the first 
season's work in 1931. A detailed architectural study of this structure by Richard 
Stillwell was published in Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 137-139, but no identification was 
suggested. The annual report on the year's work (ibid., p. 106) simply says that it 
cannot be the Stoa of the Herms. Since then the structure has not been mentioned 
although it has appeared on all the general plans of the Agora, usually labelled " Fenced 
Peribolos." As the work of clearing the ancient Agora progressed, however, and as 

8 There is no need to consider the small subsidiary and unfrequented square west of the Tholos 
and south of the Bouleuterion, and indeed no suitable foundation for a large group of statues has 
come to light there: Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 167-171; cf. Hesperia, Supplement IV, pp. 149-150. 

4 The text of the scholiast reads 7rapa llpvravdcov, " by the Prytaneion," but this is obviously out 
of the question as the Prytaneion was located far away on the northern slopes of the Acropolis. We 
must suppose that the rare and unusual word HlpvTavLKo'v originally stood here, or in the source from 
which the scholiast drew his information, and that it was changed, whether deliberately or by 
accident, to the more familiar IlpvravEdov. This has already been suggested in Hesperia, IV, 1935, 
pp. 471-472; cf. also Hesperia, Supplement IV, pp. 44, 147, 149, 151. 

5 References will be found in Judeich, Topographie2, p. 348, and Wachsmuth, Stadt Athen, II, 
pp. 388-390. 
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Fig. 1. The Route of Pausanias in the Athenian Agora 
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1. Stoa of Zeus. 
2. Temple of Zeus and Athena. 
3. Temple of Apollo Patroos. 
4. Metroon. 
5. Bouleuterion. 
6. Tholos. 
7. Statues of Eponymous Heroes. 
8. Statue of Demosthenes (approximate position). 
9. Temple of Ares. 

10. Statues of Tyrannicides (approximate position). 
11. Odeion. 
12. Civic Offices. 
13. Middle Stoa. 
14. South Stoa. 
15. Unexcavated area. 
16. Enneakrounos. 
17. Eleusinion. 
18. Building of the Greek period. 
19. Eurysakeion (approximate position). 
20. Temple of Hephaistos. 
21. Building of the Hellenistic period. 
22. Temple of Heavenly Aphrodite. 
23. Building of the early Roman period. 
24. Stoa of the early Roman period. 
25. Sanctuary of Demos and the Graces. 
26. Hermes Agoraios (approximate position). 
27. Gate. 
28. Stoa Poikile (approximate position). 
29. Altar of the Twelve Gods. 
30. Altar. 
31. Circular Monument. 
32. Bema. 
33. Stoa of Attalos. 
34. Library of Pantainos. 
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more and more buildings were identified with certainty, it became increasingly clear 
that the " Fenced Peribolos " must be the place where the Eponymous Heroes stood, 
and accordingly it has been so marked on several general plans that have appeared 
since the war.6 

Architecturally this structure suits the Eponymous Heroes nicely. It is a long 
narrow rectangle, and in the top of the outer foundation is a series of rectangular 
cuttings for posts.7 Some of the actual posts with cuttings for horizontal wooden 
rails have been found in the neighborhood, and there are also some pieces of stone 
capping blocks. The outer foundation thus clearly supported a fence. Within, part 
of a single long row of blocks is preserved. This would serve well as part of the basis 
for the support of a row of statues enclosed by the fence. The fence itself, with its 
wooden bars, would be convenient for affixing notices on wooden or bronze tablets.8 

The remains indicate that the length of the enclosure was at one time increased 
from about eighteen and a half to about twenty-one meters. This was undoubtedly 
done at a time when a new tribe, hence a new statue, was added. This particular 
addition may be assigned to about the vear 125 A.D. when the tribe Hadrianis was 
added, for one of the blocks in its foundation is a re-used inscribed statue base, 
originally set up in the archonship of Demnetrius, 50/49 B.C.9 Other alterations can 
also be observed, but further study is required before their date and their exact nature 
and extent can be determined. 

We may therefore imagine the statues of the Eponymous Heroes of the Attic 
tribes standing in a long row within a fenced enclosure in the southwest corner of the 
main Agora square in front of the principal Government buildings, Bouleuterion, 
Tholos, Metroon and Civic Offices, a spot which must have been one of the busiest 
and most frequented in the whole city. 

After leaving the Tholos, then, we see that Pausanias turned back northward 
along the opposite side of the street which he had just ascended. He passed the Epony- 
mous Heroes (5, 1) and then several statues, including that of Demosthenes (8, 2), 
before reaching the temple of Ares which was near it (8, 4). We are told elsewhere 10 
that the statue of Demosthenes was also near the altar of the Twelve Gods, a point 
which is now securely fixed by Leagros' dedication still to be seen in situ just outside 
its peribolos.11 There is thus no doubt that the large building south of the Peribolos 
of the Twelve Gods is the Temple of Ares.'2 

6 E. g. Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pl. XLIX. It is also referred to as the Peribolos of the Eponymous 
Heroes in Miss Crosby's and Mr. Travlos' articles which appear in Hesperia, Supplement VIII. 
Cf. also F. Robert, Thyme'le, p. 136, note 2. 

7 See detailed plan, Hesperia, IIL 1933, p. 137. 
8 A Pompeian wall painting illustrates a group of people reading notices attached to the fronts 

of a series of statue bases. Mau-Kelsey, Pompeii, p. 56, fig. 17. 
9 Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 71. 
10 [Plutarch], Vit. X Orat., 847 a. 
11 On the Peribolos of the Twelve Gods see Miss Crosby's study in Hesperia, Supplement VIII; 

cf. also Hesperia, XVl, 1947, pp. 198 f. 
12 On the Temple of Ares see Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 1 ff. 
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After mentioning several other statues around the Temple of Ares (8, 4), 
Pausanias next noted the statues of the Tyrannicides, Harmodios and Aristogeiton, 
not far off, ov rroppw (8, 5), and went from there to the Odeion (8, 6). Although 
we cannot yet point to the exact spot where the Tyrannicides stood, it is significant 
that an inscribed fragment from one of their bases was found in a late wall just east 
of the Temple of Ares and north of the Odeion.13 This location also checks with the 
description in Arrian's Anabasis (III, 16, 8) where they are said to be in the Kera- 
meikos (Agora) on the way up to the Acropolis, about opposite the Metro6n. 

The Odeion itself (8, 6) with its well-preserved orchestra may be regarded as a 
fixed point.14 Pausanias entered the building (14, 1), where he noted among other 
things a statue of Dionysos worth seeing, and probably left it by its southern entrance, 
passing through the great Middle Stoa without mentioning it,15 to visit the fountain 
called Enneakrounos near by, 7rXro4tov (14, 1). 

The location of this fountain has been one of the most vexed problems in Athenian 
topography,'6 but the question may at last be considered solved by the discovery only 
a short distance from the Odeion, at the southwest corner of the Agora (and actually 
facing on the square itself prior to the construction of the Middle Stoa), of a fountain 
house which is undoubtedly that mentioned by Pausanias."7 This building was dis- 
covered in 1934, but it has not yet been thoroughly excavated or studied.18 We may 
therefore state briefly the reasons for identifying it as a fountain house. 

First and foremost, we may point out that to this day a small but perennial spring 
of water comes to the surface at the south side of the building. This natural spring 
may be the original Kallirrhoe.19 The flow of the spring is very small, however, and 
when the Peisistratids built the fountain house with the nine spouts in front of it, 
they had to reinforce the supply by bringing water from elsewhere. This was done 
by a conduit made of large poros blocks with a water channel cut in their upper surface 
which enters the building at its southeast corner. This conduit has been traced some 
meters to the south. Although the exact interior arrangement of the fountain house 
is still uncertain, we may point out that at its northwest corner part of a water basin 
belonging to its latest period is preserved, the joints between the blocks made water 
tight with cement. Other blocks with waterproof stucco of an earlier period have 

13 Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 355 ff. 
14 A full publication of this building is being prepared by H. A. Thompson and will appear in 

Hesperia shortly. Meanwhile, consult Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pp. 200ff. where earlier references 
will be found. 

15 He also fails to mention the other two great Hellenistic colonnades, the Stoa of Attalos and 
the South Stoa. 

16 Judeich, Topographie2, pp. 193 ff. 
17 It will also be that mentioned by Thucydides, II, 15. 
18 Preliminary notices: Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 360; VI, 1937, 3-4, 222; Supplement IV, 105 ff.; 

XI, 1942, 260. 
19 Thucydides, II, 15. The Kallirrhoe in the Ilissos valley near the Olympieion will have been 

another spring of the same name. 
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been found in the vicinity of the building. A large stone drain leads off to the north 
from the northwest corner of the building. We may note further that the whole 
building is set quite low, well below the contemporary ground level. 

There is as yet no very precise archaeological evidence for dating the original 
construction of the fountain house, but many blocks of Kara limestone which certainly 
belong to it have been found in the neighborhood. This stone was a favorite building 
material in the archaic period and would be suitable in a building erected by the 
Peisistratids. 

Above the Fountain House, Pausanias continues (14, 1), are two temples, one 
of Demeter and Kore, the other of Triptolemos; the Athenian Eleusinion. Above our 
fountain house, although to be sure at some distance from it, the excavations have 
revealed a part of this famous sanctuary. East of the Panathenaic Street, about half 
way between the Agora and the Acropolis, part of a large peribolos has been discovered, 
and in it the foundations for a small temple of the archaic period.20 From this area 
have come dozens of inscribed marbles bearing dedications to the Eleusinian goddesses 
or known to have been set up in their sanctuary and also several pieces of sculpture 
with Eleusinian subjects.21 This in itself is not conclusive since the Valerian Wall 
passes through this area and it might be argued that when this section of the wall 
was built material was brought from the Eleusinion some distance away. Fortunately, 
however, the marbles are tied to the spot by five votive deposits full of kernoi, vases 
peculiar to the worship of Demeter and Kore, which have been discovered in pits in 
bed-rock in this area.22 

The archaeological evidence for the location of the Eleusinion is thus conclusive. 
The literary evidence is no less so. Although Pausanias' " above the Fountain House " 
is a rather loose way of defining the position of the Eleusinion, other ancient texts 
are more precise. Clement of Alexandria 23 and an Athenian inscription 24 place it 
below the Acropolis. The Panathenaic ship on its way from the Agora to the Acropolis 
passed the Eleusinion,25 and quite apart from the fact that our site is on the direct 
road between the two places, we are assured that this is indeed the Panathenaic Street 

20 Cf. the plan Hesperia, IX, 1940, plate I at p. 308. The temple is no. 19, labelled archaic 
building. North of it the northwest corner of the peribolos is shown, partly overlaid by the Valerian 
Wall. The number 25 on this plan marks the spot where the kernoi mentioned below were found. 
The sanctuary unfortunately runs out to the east under the unexcavated blocks of houses so that 
only a part of it is available for excavation and study. 

21 Some of these are published or mentioned in Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 207 ff. We may now 
add the thirty-one fragments of boustrophedon inscriptions, sacral texts connected with the Eleu- 
sinian cult, all but five of which were found in the area in question. They have been published in 
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 88 ff., by Miss L. H. Jeffery. Cf. also the inscription published in 
Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 265 ff. 

22 A few are illustrated in Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 209, fig. 8; cf. fig. 7. 
23 Protrep., 13. 
24 I G., II2, 1078. 
25 Philostratos, Vit. Soph., II, 1, 5. 
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by an inscription cut in large letters on a bastion of the Acropolis which would have 
been clearly visible as one ascended the street (Plate 9) .26 Xenophon's account 

26 This inscription has been mentioned in Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 207 and 223, and its position 
is indicated on the plan, ibid., p. 222, fig. 18. It has also been mentioned in Hesperia, XII, 1943, 
p. 238, and XV, 1946, p. 85. The text, however, has not been published. 

The inscription was first noticed on the afternoon of June 12, 1937, by the late Arthur W. 
Parsons, the archaeologist then in charge of Section OA on the northwest slope of the Acropolis. 
At this season of the year the late afternoon sun swings far around to the northwest and at a 
certain moment throws a slanting light on the northern face of this bastion of -the Acropolis, causing 
the letters, which are at other times practically invisible, to stand out quite clearly as shown in the 
photograph reproduced on Plate 9. In antiquity of course, the letters, when freshly cut and 
painted red, would have been readily legible from the street below. 

The inscription was studied by Parsons and by Eugene Schweigert, then Epigraphical Fellow 
at the Agora. Their reading is recorded in the excavator's field notebook. I have re-examined the 
inscription but have not been able to add anything to what is recorded there. 

The inscription is cut in the wall of the Acropolis on the north face of the Mnesiclean (Hesperia, 
XV, 1946, p. 85) bastion west of the Propylaea. The letters are on four blocks, two in each of two 
courses, a little west of the center of the wall and as high above the limestone outcrop on which 
the wall is bedded as the stonecutter could conveniently reach (cf. the general view of this bastion 
from the north, Hesperia, XII, 1943, p. 194, fig. 2, in which, however, the inscription cannot be 
made out). The total length of the blocks is ca. 2.91 m., the height of the two courses 0.90 m. The 
letters are cut, not very carefully, in the hard poros and seem to have been made with a punch rather 
with a regular chisel. They have suffered much from weathering and still more perhaps from the 
activities of later builders, for the " Valerian " Wall possibly and the Bastion of Odysseus certainly 
ended against the earlier bastion just at this point. 

The height of the letters is approximately as follows: lines 1, 2 and 4, 0.13-0.14 m.; lines 3 
and 5, 0.09-0. 10 m. A date in the fourth century B.C. (the second half of the century if one accepts 
the final upsilon of 0`o8o) is suggested by the letter forms. The Agora Inventory Number is I 4963. 

The text, as far as it can be made out, is as follows: 
E P I K P A T H vacat 

?L F EN H I 

? __ _ _I A IAI - 
------HavaOqvat[W v] 

5 - ?-------- -r s' o80ov 

Line 1. Either 'E7rtKta'Tq[s] or 'E&t KpeaTn [Tos]. The former seems the more likely. The name 
Epikrates is common, and quite a number of persons of this name who lived in the fourth century B.C. 

are listed in Kirchner's Prosopographia Attica; no identification seems possible, however. If the 
latter is read, the reference will not be to the eponymous archon but to some other official, for the 
only archon of this name was in office in 434/3 B.C. and our inscription can hardly be dated that 
early. A dark, roughly circular area in the upper left part of the upper right block, which might 
be taken for the omicron, seems rather to be a chance flaw in the stone. 

Lines 2-3. The dative ending suggests a dedication, and one might expect here some epithet 
of Athena. 

Lines 4-5. These lines clearly mention the Panathenaic Street. Probably the inscription recorded 
and dedicated to Athena some improvement or repair to her festal Street made by a certain Epikrates 
(or under a certain Krates). 

On the block which lies immediately above and to the left of the block with the letters 
EP I K PATH there is preserved in the upper right corner a single X, ca. 0.07 m. high. The rest of 
the surface of the stone is completely gone. This letter is smaller than those of the main inscription 
and quite differently cut, with a triangular tool. 
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of the ideal cavalry demonstration is also suggestive.27 As one of the manoeuvres he 
recommends that the group form at the Herms and ride at full speed to the Eleusinion. 
The Herms are known to have been at the northwest corner of the Agora,28 and a 
glance at the plan will show that a dash from there to the Eleusinion was practically 
a straightaway along the broad Panathenaic Street. The Eleusinion is a logical 
stopping point, for here the slope of the street becomes markedly steeper. 

The location of the Temple of Eukleia which Pausanias mentions after the 
Eleusinion and says is still further on (14, 5) is uncertain. He then retraced his steps, 
and the next point he mentions is the temple of Hephaistos, above the Kerameikos 
and the Royal Stoa (14, 6), the Doric temple which still stands almost intact on 
Kolonos Agoraios above the Agora.29 After visiting the Temple of Heavenly Aphro- 
dite near by (14, 7), the remains of which have been recognized with some proba- 
bility on the north slope of Kolonos Agoraios,30 he descended again to the Agora 
proper, passed the statue of Hermes Agoraios and a gate near it and entered the 
famous Stoa Poikile (15, 1), one of the principal buildings on the north side of the 
square. From here, after mentioning two statues (16, 1) and an altar of Mercy which 
may be identical with the Altar of the Twelve Gods,3' Pausanias left the Agora and 
went to the gymnasium of Ptolemy not far away (17, 2) and thence to other points 
in the northern and eastern parts of the city. 

APPENDIX 

PAUSANIAS ON THE AGORA, THE TOPOGRAPHICAL THREAD 

BOOK I 

2, 4. uTToat E Clcaw al7ro Tov 7rvXwv Ek TOv KEpa- 
/JLEtKOV. ... 

I, 1. TO SC Xpitov o KEpaixEtKo\s TO \EV \vo'vo/a Exec 
a7ro -pwoo KEpac4iov . . . 7rpwTr/ SC Eortv EV Std 
Jia,Xov~ElrY) oTroa\ /3laotEto. ... 

3, 2. 7rXratov &S vrs oTroi Ko'vwv WTEaKC Kat 

Tt.xo'9co, vioi Ko'vwvos Kat /38autX\us Kv7rpt'wv Evi- 

ayo/pas . . . EvTavGa cTaTrKc ZEvs ovojxato'pUEvO' 

'EXEvOf.'ptov Kalt /8autXcv 'A8ptavo'. . .. 

3,3. TTOa\ oE o7rTUOEV (pKO8O0r)qTat ypaqXa\ EXov-aL 

OEOV\ <TOV\> &J8EKa KaXOV,LEVOV. . .. 

3, 4. TavTas Tas ypaa\s Evpa'vwp typa+cv 'AOj- 
If If I , I , ,O' \ T v TO A vatotsg Kat 7rk-qratov E7rot-goaEv 'EV T(O va(o Tov A7rO',kva 

IlaTrpov E rtKXcTtV 7rpo SE TOV VEO) TOV uEv AcEWXaps, 
OV SE KaXOV'OV 'AXEelKaKOV KaXa-ttg Erot'qE. 

3, 5. (pKOSO/4rTat 8S Kat MqTpo\s ?EGv tEpOv, 7lV 

(FEtUtas Elpya'ocaTO, Kat 7rX?)ct'ov TOV 7rEvTaKoctuOV 

KaXovtEvwv f3OvXEvTn)ptov. ... 

5,1. TOv tOVXEVTTrptOV TCov 7rEvTaKOt`Ov 7rgrqatov 

00'X0os aTrt KaXov/LEv?). ... 

5, 1-2. a7rWTEp( (avwTEpw Mss.) 8E av8ptacVTfE 

'EraKatv vpwwv, a+' (01 'A(vatois vTarEpov ra ovo- 

/uaTa cEXov at OvXai . . . Tv SE W7r(OIV/lY- 

KaXovat yap ovTO aqfas. . . 

8, 2. uETa KS Ta\ EtKOVal TOv C7rEOVUO)V arTtV 

aya,tLaTa OEWv, 'Ajutapaos Kat Etpqv?7 Ocpovaa 

27 Hipparch., III, 2. 
28 Judeich, Topographie2, p. 336. 
29 Hesperia, Supplement V, pp. 1 ff. 
80 Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 238-239. See also the article by J. Travlos in Hesperia, Supple- 

ment VIII. 
31Cf. Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 199. 
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HAXoirTOv 7rat&a. EVTa0va L AvKopyos TE KEltat XaXKovs 

O Avic'OpovoS Kat KaXAt' . . . XTt L Kat iciAroc- 

6E'vD.. 

8, 4. T",S & TO' A?7oo0EV'ov EIKOVOS 7AX(OV 

'Ap,EwScoTtV tepOV, EvGa di7yaJXTa iv'o t4Ev 'AcPpoC'TIq 

KEUTaL 
\ 

TO TOV "Apew lbrotY)oEv 'AXKatEv-q, rriv 8\ 

AG)va&v aV\yp HIaptoS, ovopa, SE\ avT9) AO'Kpog. eVTava. 

Kat aEvOV a ayaXvo 
I 

a coTTLVt i7rot8caV OC OL 7ratMEV Ot 

HpageLTE'XovV rEpt fE Tov vaov EoTacTatV 'HpaKAX7 Kac\ 

O?qr7fcv\ Kat 'A7ro'XXwv a-vaaov',Evos TartvtLa T)v KO/xVqv, 

aV8ptavTeS f\ KaXa'Sng 'AO'qvat'otg, (S XyrTat, VO/XOVS 

)yp /ag, Kac 1ThV&apov aAXa Te Evpo/LEVo3 7rapa 
\ \ 31 el , t a . ' -I . I g. vatwv Kat rqv ecKOva, oTL Tav 7rq7vEaEv aupa 7rot7)av. 

8, 5. ovi 7rOpp() EoTTraaTLV 'Appo8tov Kct Aptaro- 

yetTwv 0o KTLevaVTes '17r7rapXov . . TWV E\ acvVptav- 

TOV ot /tEV etot KpLTtov TExvr, TOV4 Se apXatovv 

E7rOtroJEV 'AVTrqVwp . 

8, 6. TO) )EaCTpOV aE O KaXOVCTv 'QZOEOV aVdptaLvrTE 

7rpo rqg EcoTOov ftaULXEWv EflJV AIYWrT&V. 

9, 4. ttETa\ 8E TOV\ AtyVwTt'OVS 4'CXki7r7rO'3 Te Kat 

'AXkavSpos 'O DtkX7r7rov KeivTat . . . Kat Avot4jaxov 

. . . aveG?)Kav. 

11,1.... 'ArGAvatotg 8\ EKOV cTl KaL clvIppoI . 

14, 1. ..E. E s\ TO 'AO?pq)tV CWtEXOOVtV 32t8ldOV 

aAAa, Te K\t AtowVVo0 KElcTca 0eag ato3. 

7rXr(tov 8E EcTt Kprvr,, KaXOvcat 8\ aVT\rV 

'EvvEaKicpovvov, OVrT. KOT/Lq0E"toaV V70\ HetoTpaTOv 

4pEaTa uEV yap Ka\t ta 7racr)v T) 7ro/XEw' EcoTTl 7rr)?y7 

8? avr7q /ILOVJ. 

vaot 8E V7rEp T77V Kp'7qvqV 0 LEV AIr7Tpov 

7re7ro Tat Kat Kop-v, EV SE T9) Tpti7rToX4iov KE'EVOV 

EoTtv ayacX a. . .. 

14, 3. 7rpo'(t oS i'Evat uE Op/J,auEVov TovSE Tov 

Aoyov Kat o7roUa e$'qy-gotv t e-XE TO 'AroA r vtv tEpov, 

KaXov'Levov SC EXEvatvtov, E7rEUoXEv o/Its ovEtparov 

a E\ Es 7racvTa ootov ypacEtv, Es TavTa a7roTpE/oFuaL. 

7rpO TOV vaov TovoE, EvGa Kcvt Tov TptT7rTokOV TO 

ayaXua, EUTtL /3ovs XaXKOvV otLa C Ovotav ayopXEvOg, 

7rE7rO ac Tc 
\ 

tc Ka6hJEvos 'E7rtEvtL'Sr Kvaatos. ... 

14, 5. EsTL sc a7rOTEpt vaos EvKXdas, avaArpa KG 

TOvTo a7ro M'&iv, o't 7s Xpag MapaG6vt EcT'XOV. 

14, 6. VY7rEp 8E TOv KEpaLEttKov Kcat aToa\v TV 

KaXovLC`v'qv Bact'Xctov vaos CaTtv 'HoataTov. Kat oTL 

fLCev ayaLX/tac ot 7rapeCaTr/Kev AOr'vav, oVi8Ev Oav3ua 

f7roLov f7v TOv Yrt E7 Ep0OVp E7rtolT aLEVoE 0o'yov. ... 

14, 7. 7rwXat'ov S\ Epov Ecatv 'Aopot'T-rj Ov'pavt'ag 

. . . TO 8\ '1 p AV ETl ayaAX(a X'Oov Ilap'ov Kac 
'pyov ?Et8t'ov . 

15, 1. toDat S\ 7rpo\ rr)v aToa\v, -yv IlotK'tAv ovo- 
agovatv a7r \ Tv -ypao^v, 'artv 'EpKy aKv /Jia LVa7t0 TW ypv TTW EPttv XCI&XKOVg 

KaXov'pevos 'AyopaLtO Kat 7rvXkr/ 7rXat'ov cE7rEUt S 

ot Tporatov 'AG)vaOv tr7MopaXta KpaTr/JavTV HXTv - 

TapXov. 

16, 1. av8ptaEvrEg SC XakKo KEtvrat 7rpo /lev Tr)V 

aTToilg :4o'v o rov\ vo'/lovg 'AG7)vatoLs ypay/asn tXyov 

Br a7rWTEp( :XC^VKO3.... 

17, 1. 'AO-qva'otg 8\ Ev Tfl ayopa, KaC aAAa ar(tv 

OVK ES a7ravTag cL'rtf a Kat EXA`ov fZos'.... 

17, 2. Ev o\ Tr yv/,vatp T-r)V acyopas a7rEXovTt ov 

7rov', llToXExat'ov KS a-7ro TOV KaCaTUKEvaaajxEvov 

KaXOvpKEvw, XtGot TE EtTlv 'Ep/lt OE'av $'ttot KfL\ EtKO)V 

TlrTOXkEp,atOv XaXK Kat O Te At3vv 'lo/3av EVTava 

KEdTra Kact XpVt7r7rOv o YOAEvs. 

ADDENDUM: The Peisistratid conduit (sutpra, p. 133) probably tapped other springs 
at the north foot of the Areopagus (concerning these springs see Hesperia, V, 1936, 
pp. 89-90). 

EUGENE VANDERPOOL 
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CLASSICAL STUDIES AT ATHENS 
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Insaiption on Aaopolis Wall 

E. VAkMERPOOL: THE RouTE OF PAUSANIAS IN THE ATHENIAN AGORA 
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